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Pale fire American poet John Shade is dead; Killed. His last poem, Pale Fire, was put into the book, along with the foreword, lengthy commentary and notes from Shade's editor, Charles Kinbote. Known on campus as the 'Great Beaver', Kinbote is haughty, inquisitive, dishonest, disingenuous, but is he
also crazy, bad - and even dangerous? While his wildly eccentric woes glide into personal and fantastical, Kinbote reveals perhaps more than he should. Nabokov's darkly witty, richly inventive masterpiece is an uncertain whodunit, a tale of one-smiles and dubious manuscripts, and a glorious literary
conundrum. Giá sản phứm trên Tiki đã bao gồm thuế theo luật hiện hành. Tuy nhiên tuờ vào tŵn loại sản phưm hih a phương thức, địa chờ giao hàng mà có thờ phát sinh thêm chi phí khác nhưn phí vận chuyờn, phờ phí hàng cồng kềnh, ... Some books, such as The Institutionalist Approach to
Regulation of Utilities, defeat the comment; others, like Ulysses, invite him. The Pale Fire, a magnificent rare bird of Vladimir Nabokov's novel, comes with a built-in commentary. The novel has four different parts: 1) a short foreword by one Charles Kinbote, who came into possession of the manuscript of
the final work of his neighbor and academic colleague, the celebrated poet John Shade; 2) the text of Shade's oeuvre, Pale Fire – a song in heroic doubles, of nine hundred and ninety-nine lines, divided into four cantos; 3) long comment on the Pale Fire of Kinbotea (of which it is soon); and 4) a thorough,
overly thorough index. The foreword tells us that Shade recently died and that Kinbote, ignoring the pleas of Shade's widow and numerous Academy of Shadesans, escaped with the manuscript of Pale Fire in the Northwest, where, in a rented tumble-down ranch, he sets about commenting on the poem.
As anyone who has read or even heard of The Pale Fire knows, Kinbote's comment is all misunderstood: it's an anthology of delusion. Intrusive, lonely, desperate and deranged, Kinbote tips his psychological hand early when he begins to speak, in suspiciously intimate detail, about a certain king, Charles
the Beloved, who has reportedly ruled over the far northern land of Zemble since 1936. It doesn't take long for us to realize that Kinbote, or believes he is, is this king, and that he spent the previous six months regaling Shade with stories about Charles the Beloved in the hope of turning them into art. Oh, I
didn't expect him to fully commit to the subject! he writes Kinbote, trying to quell his anxiety by realising that Shade's poem - essentially an autobiographical meditation on time, memory and the afterlife - makes no mention of Earth and its deposed monarch. It may have been mixed, of course, with some of
his life's things and distasteful Americana - but I was sure his song would contain the wonderful incidents I described the characters I have come to life for him and the unique atmosphere of my kingdom. Aghast, Kinbote sets about returning all the precious material excluded by Shade. The resulting
commentary - which includes the story of the king's escape across the bera mountain range that raises his hair, a report of a tangled assassination plot, learned on the side of earthly history (with a special focus on members of his royal family) and more - is perhaps the funniest two hundred pages of
fiction ever written. As an avid man at the buffet who overcharging his plate, Kinbote can't help but blur his prose with another personal disclosure, and then another, and another. Typical note begins:Line 130: I've never turned the ball down or swung the bat frankly and I've never bridled in football and
cricket; I'm a passive rider, a strong, albeit unorthodox skier, a good skater, a shrewd wrestler and an enthusiastic climber. Given the crazy vitality of Kinbote's book, it's not surprising that Shade's subtle, meticulously wrought poem should have been given a brief shrift. Most readers usually think of the
song as a grace that must be perfunctorily said before we sit down for a meal of comments. It is this imbalance that the new edition of Pale Fire seeks to rectify. In a move likely to irritate and scandalize many, Gingko Press picked up Shade's poem from Nabok's novel and published it as a separate book.
(They are not, by chance, the first to do so.) However, that's not all. The new edition, housed in a deluxe, canvas, fold-out box, also contains a facsimile of Shade's manuscript that matches the description Kinbote provides in the foreword: eighty mid-sized index cards, each of which Shade reserved a pink
top line for titles (canto number, date) and used fourteen light blue lines to write with a fine nib per minute. , neat, incredibly clear hand, the text of his song, skipping a line that marks a double space and always using a fresh card to start a new canto. In one respect, Gingko Press Pale Fire is a dream
fetishist, an extravagant game to be unpacked and cuddled with glee. (Nabokov: It is necessary to notice and caress the details.) In the second, it is a serious statement about how seriously we should take Nabokov's longest and most ambitious verse. The new edition also comes with a Svelte book
featuring two essays by Nabokov biographer Brian Boyd and the distinguished poet R. S. Gwynn, both of which are passionate about the aesthetic grandeur and autonomy of the song Pale Fire. We didn't pay Shade and his song respect, care in reading, they deserve, writes Boyd, before he launched a
frighteningly rigorous formal analysis that included sentences like this: Inside and between quatrains, [Nabokov]amasses phonic obsss: ss and ws of quatrain 1, 'silent thought... Sigh... which has echoed 2 is a 'sight', 'thought... Thing... Thing... the request' echoed in the couple's 'think' and the '_sil_ent
thought' of the first sentence replied 'wh_il_e I mean'. (Boyd is sick of italics.) Gwynn, taking a more literary historical approach, argues that the rise of confessing poets such as Lowell, Plath and Sexton in the 1950s created a critical climate hostile to Nabok's shy and playful verse. (The Pale Fire was
published in 1962.) By the revelation of Lolita, Gwynn writes, Nabokov was hailed as a master of English prose and American idiom; it is not some leap of faith to suspect that this ambitious poem by the most dainty authors was an attempt to firmly established himself in the canon of American poetry as it
did in prose. His failure to do so has much to do with the quality of the song; it is more of a function of the period during which American poetry was in the process of redefining. Don't read this unless you've seen the film and you may never read it, because Blade Runner 2049's message is the wisdom of
accepting and living in mystery; We learn the same lesson from the poet John Shade, the tragic, beautiful character at the centre of Nabok's 1962 novel Pale Fire, which is the cornerstone of the film. Quotes from the novel are repeated, but it is not a false-literary resonance that would provide a sense of
depth. The near-death experience, in which Shade saw a high fountain and a lesson learned from his investigations around her, echoes the experiences of Joe, Ryan Gosling's character in the film, in a heartbreakingly beautiful way. A lot of it's made of Joe's name. The name by which he is known to the



authorities, bosses and society is depersonalized, a serial number, but the one he loves gives him a real name, one that he hardly dares to use. There are many references to the desire to be a real boy. The theme of the heroic little boy – Peter, from Peter and the Wolf – is also repeated. Joe knows he
wants to be real, but he can't be sure what the desire is, or if it's real, or what it means. The replicants in both Blade Runner films are allegory of human beings. Like them, we are finely crafted machines with almost incredible capabilities; Like them, we have dates with regulations and we end up retired.
Like them we cling to existence in fear, persistent, with love, in confusion, panic and hope - we hope there might be some reason why all this happens, and much more than that, we hope it might be, and even that each of us could one day learn, that there was a valuable reason for our little part in it all
the time. The first film was about an unstoppable desire to live, and even if you fight so hard that you can finally face God and ask for more, you will never have everything you want. This sequel is far more subtle; It's about the latter part, an impossible search for an explanation. Within The 999-line Pale
Fire is an autobiographical story (told in technicolor iambic pentametra of the coldest resentful quality of the spine, and it's better to read, if not) the life of John Shade, whose central fact is that his beloved daughter Hazel drowned as a teenager. What does your life mean, what could it mean when
something like this happened? The song is addressed to his wife Sybil, whom he almost painfully loved, and begins like this:I was a shadow of wax killed by a false azure in window steam; I was a self-contained ashen snowflake – and I lived on, flew on, into the reflected sky. The nuance (n.b. friendly
Nabokovian love of obvious puns) is already dead; he died when his daughter died; He was flying into the false sky, unaware that something so unseen and unpredictable and obviously like glass would kill him in mid-flight - and yet somehow he continued to live. His old self left behind no more than a self-
indulgent ashen snowflake, but on he flew, inexplicably, through the world and real, not, without substance, supple by himself. His life! – all these different things happen, experiences they've had together, things they see, nice things, curious things—their whole life or the shadow of life. And then one day
he lectures and crashes with a heart attack, and inside, and a vision. Cells interconnected within cells interconnected within a single stem. And, horribly different against the dark, there was a tall white fountain playing. These lines are repeated in Blade Runner 2049 repeatedly as a kind of test of Joe's
common sense, like a car diagnostic. Hesitations, it seems, or evidence of testing, indicate a malfunction in the machine. And Joe wonders, though he shouldn't, what all he's for. For Joe, the fountain is a small wooden horse he remembers (or remembers?) from his childhood in an orphanage. The
curiosity that he dares to follow to his conclusion leads him to that totem, and eventually to Deckard - also discovered that he was a replicant in the first film, as many suspected. There's a relationship between them that can indicate an answer to Joe's question of why, why he's as important, special as his
lover says. Why it even exists: there seems to be a reason. The truth is something far stranger, far more complicated and impossible, just as it was for John Shade.When Shade discovers that the results of all his research on the fountain - the incredible explanation he encountered because of what lies,
safe and indeed, beyond death - were the foolish result of a false print in a magazine, he drives home confused. I mused as I drove home: take advice to stop exploring my abyss? But all of a sudden it dawned on me that it was the right point, a counterpoint topic; Just this: not the text, but the texture; It's
not just a topsy-turvical coincidence, not a weak nonsense, but a network of reason. I do! It was enough that I in life could findsome kind link and bobolink, some kind ofcorated pattern in the game,Plexed art, and something of the samePleasure in it as those who played it found. (Those who played it I
always thought of the Greek gods, or something like them; whimsical, strangely playful, mixing benevolence and malice in the same topsy-turvical way that shade suggests.) The answer, for Shade as well as for Joe, is the most difficult one we live every day: live, keep flying, even through the unreal. This
is really a movie for our time. I'll always imagine Joe thinking about these lines, lying on the stairs while the snow falls. (We know he read the book.) books.)
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